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ABSTRACT 
We construct a number system that is isomorphic to the factor ring of an ar- 
bitrary polynomial. If this polynomial is the minimal polynomial of a given linear 
operator, then its generalized spectral decomposition is immediately determined. 
The same methods apply to a linear operator over a finite field. Clifford algebra 
arises when we introduce a grading onto the algebra of endomorphisms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The pr imary  concern of this paper  is the general ized spectral  decom- 
posit ion or eigenprojector form of a l inear operator  over any field that  is 
a spl i t t ing field of its minimal  polynomial .  In 1847, August in Cauchy ob- 
served that  C is isomorphic to the factor r ing R[),]/(A2 + 1/. In Section 2, we 
construct  a number system that  is isomorphic to the factor r ing C[A]/(~} 
for an arb i t rary  polynomial  ¢.  If ~p is the minimal  polynomial  of a given 
l inear operator ,  then its e igenprojector form is immediate ly  determined.  A 
novel proof is given based on the algebraic propert ies of idempotents  and 
ni lpotents,  Section 3. The eigenprojector form can be used to derive the 
classical Jordan form, discovered for posit ive integer matr ices modulo p by 
C. Jordan in 1870 [1] and extended to any field by Dickson in 1902 [2]. The 
same methods apply  to a l inear operator  over a finite field, providing it is 
the spl i t t ing field of the minimal  polynomial .  
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Clifford algebra arises when we introduce a grading onto the algebra of 
endomorphisms. This is done most naturally in the case of End(C 2"~) by 
constructing a simple isomorphism to the corresponding Clifford algebra. 
We study the consequences of this isomorphism for hermitian operators 
and derive a new polar form for Clifford numbers in Section 4. 
2. THE COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA C{ml , . . . ,mr}  
Let {ml , . . . ,  mr} be a set of r nondecreasing positive integers with only 
the first h of them -= 1. 
DEFIN IT ION 1. The set of elements, 
{pj,qtkl, l <_j <_r, h+ l <k<r ,  and l <_t <mk},  
define an associative and commutative (ml + .-- + mr)-dimensional C- 
algebra 
C{ml,  .. ., mr} = span{pj, q~}, 
where the operations of addition and multiplication of the basis elements 
are determined by 
qmk -1  m~ {PI + " " + pr = I, p~pj = Sijpi, k 7 ~ O but qk =0,  qkPk = qk}. 
The elements pj make up a partition of unity and are mutually anni- 
hilating idempotents. The elements qj are nilpotents with the respective 
indexes mj. The nilpotents qj are projectively related to the corresponding 
idempotents pj. We adopt the convention that qj -= 0, for j = 1 , . . . ,  h. The 
algebra C{ml , . . .  ,mr} is further discussed in [3, p. 33] and shown to be 
isomorphic to the corresponding factor ring C[A]/(¢), where 
~D ~ ~3( /~)  -= ()~ - ,~1)  rn l  • • • ()~ - ,,~r) m~, (1) 
for the distinct complex roots ,kj e C. Also, let ¢i(,k) - ¢(,k)/(A - A~) m'. 
3. THE E IGENPROJECTOR FORM 
We can now establish the eigenprojector form of a linear operator: 
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THEOREM 1. I f  the minimal polynomial ~(;~) of a • End(C ~) is given 
as in (1), then a can be written in the canonical form 
?. 
a = E (Aj + qJ )py' 
j=l 
where pi and qi are idempotents and nilpotents, as specified in definition 1, 
each represented by a polynomial of degree m - 1 with the Taylor series 
expansions 
1 1 (~) (a_A , )2  
p~(~) = ~(~)  + (a - ~)  + ~. 
1 1 (a -  Ai) 'm-1 ~i(a) 
+" '+ (mi -1 ) !  
and 
q~(a) = 
, 
~(~)  + (a - ~)  + ~. 
] 
(a - ~i)mi-k-11 
( 1 "~ (m~-k-l) 
1 +'"-F 
(m~- k -  i)! \~7  
J 
× (a - ~ i )k~(a) .  
Proof. First note that since a ~-]i=1( i + qi)Pi and ~j = ~ ~jp~, it 
follows that 
a - )U = E(  )~i - )U + qi)Pi and (a - ;b)  ~.~ = (;~ _ )~j + q,)m,pi. 
i=1 i=l,i~j 
We can now construct the product of these factors to form 
i=l,iCj 
l : I  - x~) q, + ]p,  
= [(~j ~i)m, +,~(~j  _ m~-I 
i=l,iCj 
= ~j(~j)pj + ~(~j)qj + ~'(~j)q~ +. . .  
1 7(m,  - 1 )  , .  , m,  - i 
+ (rnj-  1)! vj taJ)qJ ' 
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where ¢)k)(AO) ------ D~¢j(A)Ix=~,. Next, we calculate 
--t 2 1 ,~(mj--2) mj- -1  (a - Aj)~j(a) = ~j(Aj)qj + Cj(Aj)qj +.. .  + (mj-2)! v'j (Aj)qj 
(a - AS~'-:5~(a) = ¢) (~j)q?~-: + Cj-, (:,j)qjm~-~ 
and 
- =¢ j (A j )q j  , 
• mi--1 giving a total of mj equations linear m pj, qj, . . . ,  qj . The determinant 
of this system of equations is (¢j(Aj)) mj ¢ 0, guaranteeing the unique 
solutions pj(a) and q~(a) for k = 1, . . . ,  mj - -  1, given in the statement of 
the theorem• The solution can be verified by a direct substitution into each 
of the mj equations, a tedious calculation which is omitted• • 
The above theorem was proved using Vandermonde determinants in [5]. 
We also want to make the observation that the proof remains valid when C 
is replaced by a possibly finite splitting field of the minimal polynomial ¢
if the prime p > Max{m1, m2, . . . ,  m~}. The special case of the Euclidean 
algorithm, involving expansion by partial fractions, can be considered to 
be a consequence of Theorem 1. Write 
1 /A1 (/~) ~tr (/~) __ -  + . . .+  
¢(A) (A _ A i )m,  (A _ A~)m~ '
or equivalently 
1 _ p,(A_.._~) + ' - "  + pr(A_._)) 
¢(~) ¢(~) ¢ (~)  
Using Theorem 1, it follows that 
~(~) _ =Pi(~) 
~(~)  
1 1 (,~ _ ,~,) + 
- 
1 1 (A - -  )~i) mi -1  
+""  + (mi -  1)! 
The eigenprojector form of the operator a, as given in Theorem 1, makes 
it easy to evaluate any analytic function defined on the spectrum of the 
operator; we find 
f(a) = f [E (A j  + qj)pj] = E f(Aj + qj)pj, (2) 
J J 
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where 
1 f (mj -1) (~j )q?~- I  
f('~J + qJ) = f('~J) + f'(AJ)qJ + ' "  + (mj - 1)! 
[3, p. 38]. The reader may compare our method with the more complicated 
method of jets described in [6, p. 160] or the classical methods of [7, p. 104]. 
The classical Jordan normal form of a linear operator can be constructed 
from the eigenprojector form by extracting Jordan chains from the nilpo- 
tent elements qi, but we do not do this here. We content ourself with the 
remark that if it is only desired to evaluate a function of an operator, then 
the eigenprojector form is sufficient for the task as we have just seen in 
formula (2). 
4. CLIFFORD ALGEBRA 
There is a deep relationship between Clifford algebras and algebras of 
endomorphisms on a finite-dimensional vector space• In particular, there 
is an algebra isomorphism between the real Clifford algebra Clk,k+l and 
the complex matrix algebra Mc(2k), where Clp,q denotes the real Clifford 
algebra of a quadratic form with the signature (p, q). 
The algebra isomorphism between the real Clifford algebra Clk,k+l of a 
quadratic form with the signature (k, k + 1) and the complex matrix algebra 
Mc(2 k) can be expressed by 
u+. . .+  e lu_+. . .  + 
e lU+. . .  + u_+. . .+  
: 
eAu+. . .+  e ,ke lU-  +. . .+  
: 
e l . . . kU+. . .+  e l . . . ke lU-+. . .+  
• • e~ 1 Usgns  
• . e~le~ lUsgns  
• " Usgns  " " 
• .  e l . . . ke~lusgns  . . .  
e; iku  . . . . .  
 le;! u . . . . .  
e e !ku . . . . .  
I t  . . . . .  
(3) 
The Clifford numbers in the matrix make up a 22k-dimensional basis of 
the Clifford algebra Clk,k+l over elements in the center of the form x + y j,  
where x ,y  E R and j is a unit (2k + 1)-vector with j2 = -1;  the position 
of each element corresponds to a matrix with a 1 in the same position 
and zeros everywhere lse. The elements Usg n are 2 k mutually annihiliating 
primitive idempotents, and the elements e l , . . . ,  ek are orthonormal basis 
vectors with square +1 generating Clk,0. The ex represents a product of 
the generating ei's corresponding to the ordered index set ~, for example, 
for ,k = {1,2, k}, e~ -= ele2ek. The elements e~ conjugate commute with the 
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idempotent elements Usgn, for example, el2 k u+++...++ -~u__+...+_ el2 k. 
A more detailed discussion of this isomorphism can be found in [8]. 
Clifford algebra can be used in the study of a linear operator on the 
complex space C n both extrinsically and intrinsically. In the extrinsic ap- 
proach, the space C n upon which the operator operates is made into the 
Clifford algebra Cl(C ~) over the complex numbers [9]. In the intrinsic ap- 
proach, the Clifford algebra structure of the algebra of endomorphisms it elf 
is exploited [5]. 
We now show how the theory of Hermitian operators on a unitary space 
U can be carried over to corresponding properties of Clifford numbers. We 
restrict ourselves to the Clifford algebras Clk,k+l, although our methods 
apply more generally to any Clifford algebra equipped with the Hermitian 
structure given below. 
Let {e l , . . . ,  ek, f l , . . . ,  fk+l} be an orthonormal basis of anticommuting 
2 1, vectors generating the Clifford algebra Clk,k+l, the first k satisfying ei = 
and k + 1 satisfying f2 = -1.  By the positive definite Hermitian conjuga- 
tion on Clk,k+l, we mean the antiautomorphism defined on the generators 
by 
e* = ei and f~ = - f j  
for i = 1, . . . ,  k and j -- 1 , . . . ,  k + 1, and extended to the whole algebra. 
Our Hermitian conjugation in Clk,k+l is defined to correspond exactly to 
Hermitian conjugation i  the isomorphic matrix algebra (3). 1 Note that the 
unit pseudoscalar element j - e l f le2f2""  ekfkfk+l (sometimes denoted 
by J), in the center Z of the real Clifford algebra Clk,k+l, is identified with 
the imaginary number i2 = -1.  
For a, b E Clk,k+l, we have the familiar properties: 
H1. (a+b)*=a*  +b*, 
H2. (ab)* = b'a*, 
H3. (a*)* = a, 
H4. (aa*)o > 0 and -- 0 only if a = 0 (positive definite). 
The notation (x)0 used in H4, means "take the real or 0-vector part" of 
the Clifford number x c Clk,k+l. For example, if x = x0 + ~0¢~ x~e~ E 
Clk,k+l, where Xo,X~ C R, then (x)o = x0 
The trivial proofs of the following property and theorems demonstrates 
the simple arguments that are made possible when a grading and a Hermi- 
tian conjugation are introduced on a linear space of endomorphisms. 
1Our terminology is somewhat at variance with that found in the literature. For a 
discussion of the issues involved, see [10]. 
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Property 1. If p E Clk,k+l is a Hermitian projection, i.e., p* = p = p2 
then (P}0 >_ 0. 
Proof. Since pU = pp.  it immediately follows by H4 that  (P}0 = 
(p2)o = (pp*}o > o. " 
By Theorem 1, any element a E Clk,k+l has the eigenprojector form 
a = ~-~.(Ai + q~)Pi. We can use the graded structure of the Clifford algebra 
to show that  if a is Hermitian, then each qi - O. We have 
THEOREM 2. If a is Hermitian then a has the simple structure a = 
~p~. 
Proof. Since a = a* each qz is expressible in terms of a real polynomial 
in a, from which it follows that  qi = q~. Suppose that  some q = q~ has an 
index of ni lpotency m > 1. It then trivially follows by H4 that  
0 = (q2(m-1)>0 = <qm-l(qm-1)*)O 
forcing qm-1 = 0 and contradicting that  m > 1. It follows that  m = 1 for 
each qi so that  q~ = q~ = 0 and a has simple structure. • 
COROLLARY 1. I ra  E Clk,k + l, then aa* = ~j  Xjpj, where Aj > 0 and 
the pj 's  are mutually annihiliating Hermitian projections. 
Pro@ Since aa* is Hermitian, we need only show that  the Xj's are 
non-negative. This follows using the positive definiteness H4 and Property  
1 to get 
((pja)(pja)*}o = (pjaa*pj)o = (Ajpj}o = Aj(pj)o >_ O, 
which implies that  Aj > 0. • 
We can now prove the following polar form for a E Clk,k+l. 
THEOREM 3. Every a E Clk,k+l can be represented in the polar form 
a = hlu = hi exp(jh2), where hi and h2 = - j  log(u) are Hermitian. 
Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as the corresponding 
decomposit ion of a linear operator given in [7, p. 276]. We proceed imme- 
diately to the more interesting singular case. 
Note that  aa* = h~, where hi = ~ V/-~pj for Aj >_ 0 and mutual ly 
orthogonal Hermitian projections pj, by Corollary 1 and (2). We now cal- 
culate 
(a*pja) 2 = a* pjaa* pja = Aja* pja = A~p~j. 
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' It follows that  pj and If  one ,~i = 0 for some i, then set p~ = 1 - ~-~j¢iPj" 
1 - pj, and p~ and 1 - p~ are orthogonal Hermitian projections with the 
same ranks that  have complete sets of mutual ly orthonormal eigenvectors, 
respectively. The unitary transformation u is constructed to map the or- 
thonormal sets of eigenvectors of p~ into the corresponding orthonormal 
sets of eigenvectors of pj for each j. Thus, if bl ,b2 , . . . ,b t  c U is an or- 
thonormal  set of the projection pj, that  is pjbi = bi for i = 1 , . . . ,  t, then 
we define b~ =- -~ab i  for i = 1 , . . . ,  t to be the corresponding orthonormal 
basis of the projection p~. We then define ub'j =- bj. 
I t  follows that  the Hermitian projections p~ and pj are related by up~ = 
pju,  where u is a unitary element. By using (2), we can write u = exp(jh2), 
where h2 = - j  log(u) is Hermitian. It is easy to check that  a = h lu  is the 
desired polar form since 
, , V/~jp apj = hlupj  = hlPjU = ju  
for each j as is required. • 
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